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Here you can find the menu of Lexington Coffee Shop in Lexington. At the moment, there are 8 dishes and
drinks on the food list. You can inquire about changing offers via phone. What User likes about Lexington Coffee

Shop:
great small, classic coffee shop. they look at a large local clientele with their “Becherclub”. daily coffee is

delicious and they have a few baked and bagels. the butter croissant was excellent. I ordered an americano and
it was ready to I am a minute and perfect hot. homey atmosphere for safe and excellent service. read more. The

restaurant offers complimentary WiFi for its guests. What User doesn't like about Lexington Coffee Shop:
Cozy coffee shop in downtown Lexington. The cozy shop's vibe is very intriguing and the staff is very friendly. I
ordered an ice coffee, and unfortunately, it didn't have almost any coffee in it. If you are a coffee lover, just ask

for an additional shot. read more. Lexington Coffee Shop from Lexington is a relaxed café, where you can have a
small snack or cake with a warm coffee or a sweet chocolate, Likewise, the visitors of the restaurant prefer the
extensive selection of differing coffee and tea specialities that the establishment provides. In case you want to

have breakfast, a hearty brunch is offered to you.
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Littl� thing�
CROISSANT

Spirit�
AMERICANO

Sweet� & Ic�
COOKIES

Ho� drink�
MACCHIATO

Baker�
BUTTER CROISSANT

Drink�
DRINKS

Ho� Drink� - Coffe�
CORTADO

M�Caf�® Coffee�
ICED COFFEE

Coffe�
CARAMEL
MACCHIATO

MOCHA

COFFEE

Ingredient� Use�
BUTTER

PEPPERMINT

CARAMEL

CHOCOLATE
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Opening Hours:
Monday 07:30-17:30
Tuesday 07:30-17:30
Wednesday 07:30-17:30
Thursday 07:30-17:30
Friday 07:30-17:30
Saturday 08:00-17:00
Sunday 08:00-16:00
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